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STIGMA IN INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE:
A HERMENEUTIC PHENOMENOLOGICAL STUDY
Lesley Dibley1, Christine Norton1, Elizabeth Mason-Whitehead2
1
King’s College London, London, UK
2
University of Chester, Chester, UK

Background: A stigma is ‘an attribute that is deeply discrediting ’, perceived by others as
undesirable. Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD) is characterised by diarrhoea and urgency in a
relapsing-remitting pattern. Faecal incontinence (FI) is a prominent feature of IBD. Although stigma in
IBD has been measured in quantitative studies, there is little qualitative evidence. This Heideggerian
(interpretive) phenomenological study explored the lived experience of IBD-related stigma.
Methods: 40 members of a national IBD charity were recruited. Participants did or did not experience
FI, and did or did not feel stigmatised. This enabled exploration of the relationship between IBD,
FI and stigma, and identification of features in the non-stigmatised which contributed to their
transcendence of stigma. Unstructured individual interviews took place in consenting participants’
homes.
Results: Eight relational themes (present in some transcripts) and three constitutive patterns (present
in all transcripts) emerged. IBD-related stigma is a complex experience, mostly of anticipated or
perceived stigma, which changes according to social setting and is fuelled by the antisocial nature of
the disease. Certain characteristics or childhood experiences seem to contribute to stigma reduction
and stigma resistance is most likely in those with a positive sense of control, a support network that
suits their needs, and mastery over life and illness. These people recognise, expect and experience
stigmatising attitudes from others but are not negatively affected by these.
Conclusion: IBD-related stigma occurs regardless of continence status. Time, experience, and
suitable support enhance stigma resilience. IBD nurses and clinicians can direct patients towards
stigma resilience by helping those who struggle the most to identify ways of achieving a sense of
control, building support networks, and becoming increasingly masterful in managing their condition.
Well-designed products for FI could have an important role in helping people to feel less stigmatised.
Source of Funding: None
Conflict of Interest: None
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INNERVATION ZONE IMAGING FOR PELVIC FLOOR MUSCLE
FROM NONINVASIVE HIGH-DENSITY INTRA-VAGINAL/RECTAL
EMG RECORDING
Yun Peng1, Rose Khavari2, Timothy B. Boone2, Yingchun Zhang1
1
University of Houston, Houston, TX, USA
2
Houston Methodist Hospital and Research Institute, Houston, TX, USA
Introduction: Pelvic floor muscles (PFMs) are important supporting structures for continence. The
distribution of innervation zones (IZs) of PFMs contains important diagnostic information for stress
urinary incontinence (SUI) patients and can be assessed by electromyography (EMG) of PFMs.
However, the anatomical complexity greatly challenges the EMG acquisition. Only limited channels
can be used to assess few PFMs. This study aims at acquiring a complete PFM EMG using a highdensity intra-vaginal/rectal surface recording approach.
Methods: Surface EMG signals were recorded with an intra-vaginal probe (64-channel electrode
array) and an intrarectal probe (64-channel surface electrode array) (TMSi, Enschede, The
Netherlands) simultaneously (Figure 1a). Five healthy female subjects were recruited for this IRB
approved study. Each subject performed 10 consecutive 1-second short contractions followed by 10
consecutive 3-second medium contractions with a 5 second rest. EMG signals were simultaneously
recorded from both probes throughout the study. Our newly developed K-means Clustering and
Convolution Kernel Compensation (KmCKC) algorithm was then employed to decompose the total
128-channel EMG signals into their constituent motor unit action potential (MUAP) trains.
Results: Eight and fourteen MUAP trains were successfully decomposed from the intra-vaginal and
intra-rectal EMG signals of the first subject. The surface location of each IZ was identified from the
corresponding bipolar MUAPs by checking their phase change during propagation. Figure 1b shows
a typical MUAP train that provides information about the location of IZ and muscle fiber length.
Conclusions: This new multi-channel EMG recording approach successfully identified the locations
of IZ of PFMs inside female pelvis. By incorporating the identified surface location of each IZ, the 3D
IZ location in PFMs could be accurately localized using our recently developed internal muscle activity
imaging algorithm. Such knowledge can provide valuable information for clinical diagnosis of SUI
resulting from PFM damages and potentially enhance rehabilitation outcome.
Source of Funding: This work was supported in part by
NIH K99DK082644, NIH R00DK082644 and the University of Houston.
Conflict of Interest: None
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EVALUATION OF A NOVEL SUTURE METHOD
IN STABILIZING URETHRAL HYPERMOBILITY
Yun Peng1, Rose Khavari2, Timothy B. Boone2, Yingchun Zhang1
1
University of Houston, Houston, TX, USA
2
Houston Methodist Hospital and Research Institute, Houston, TX, USA
Introduction: To evaluate a novel suture fixing method in controlling urethral hypermobility (UH) for
the treatment of stress urinary incontinence (SUI).
Methods: A well-established computational female pelvic model (Figure 1a) was utilized to study
UH, which was characterized by the vector motions from rest to a final intra-abdominal pressure (IAP)
of 100cmH2O of six equidistant points along the posterior urethral wall. By anchoring tissues on the
inferior perineal membrane surface around lateral urethra, the suture is expected to alleviate UH. Four
tests were performed. In test 1 no muscle was weakened. In tests 2, 3 and 4, the levator ani muscle
(LAM) was weakened to represent an incontinent subject. In test 2, no fixing method was employed. In
test 3, an ideal fixing method was employed which confined a small portion of tissues on either side of
the perineal membrane from translations. In test 4, the suture fixing method was employed by stitching
the same tissues on either side of the perineal membrane to the inferior surface of the obturator
internus muscle.
Results: Figure 1b shows the urethral motion profile. Weakening LAM remarkably aggravates the
UH, with the displacement increased by 5.9mm at point 1. The ideal fixing method received a great
effect in controlling UH, with the largest urethral motion decrease of 3.3mm in the middle urethra. With
suture placement, the entire urethra received a more uniform motion control with an average of 1mm
decrease achieved along the entire urethra.
Conclusions: By anchoring the adjacent tissues near urethra on the perineal membrane, UH could
be well controlled. A proper selection of suture placement would be helpful to maximize the treatment
outcome. This novel suture method could potentially be employed for SUI treatment.
Source of Funding: This work was supported in part by
NIH K99DK082644, NIH R00DK082644 and the University of Houston.
Conflict of Interest: None

(a) The computational pelvic model
Figure 1

(b) Urethral motion profile
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ON-DEMAND, RAPID-ONSET, SHORT-DURATION,
DRUG-INDUCED, VOIDING THERAPY FOR
NEUROGENIC VOIDING DYSFUNCTION
Karl B. Thor1, Lesley Marson1, Ed Burgard1, Mary Katofiasc1, F. Aura Kullmann1
1
Dignify Therapeutics, Durham, NC, USA
Introduction: Spinal neuropathy often abolishes ability to sense and control bladder function.
Function reverts from paralysis to overactivity with frequent, short duration, small amplitude
contractions but virtually never produces large sustained contractions to completely void. Thus
many require lifelong intermittent catheterization multiple times daily. We are developing an “ondemand, rapid-onset, short-duration, drug-induced, voiding therapy”, DTI-100, to eliminate or reduce
catheterization. DTI-100 is a small peptide NK2 receptor agonist that induces powerful bladder
contractions. This study examines in vivo characteristics.
Methods: Cystometry was conducted in anesthetized rats (intact or acutely transected and diabetic
rats. Chronic spinal rats were studied behaviorally for voiding. Normal dogs were studied behaviorally
for voiding and adverse events (4X daily administration across 5 consecutive days). Plasma levels
were measured.
Results: DTI-100 produced dose-dependent contractions and voiding in spinal intact, acute
spinal, and diabetic rats with voiding efficiency (VE) of 80%, 40%, and 69% (bladder volume set
at 70% capacity). Onset and duration of action were less than 1 min and 5 min, respectively.
No cardiovascular changes occurred. In chronic spinal rats, voiding occurred within 1 min of
administration in 8/9 rats (VE=65%). In dogs, DTI-100 induced voiding of urine and feces within
minutes on 98% and 85% of the dose administrations, respectively, with virtually no side effects. Mild
side effects occurred that resolved in < 15 min at higher doses. DTI-100 was not detected in plasma
15 min after administration.
Conclusions: DTI-100 shows attractive characteristics for providing on-demand voiding. Clinical
studies indicate NK2 receptor stimulation is well tolerated by human subjects (up to 4 hour IV infusion
with NKA). DTI-100 is undergoing 14 day GLP safety study in preparation for IND submission.
Contingent to safety, the FDA agreed to our clinical Phase I study of DTI-100 in otherwise healthy
subjects with spinal injury who require catheterization to void.
Source of Funding: NIH, NC Biotech Center, NC Commerce Dept., Founders
Conflict of Interest: All authors are founders and have financial interest in Dignify Therapeutics.
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THE REALITY OF LIFE WITH PELVIC ORGAN PROLAPSE:
MOBILE APP DATA CAPTURE TO ILLUMINATE DIRECTION
Sherrie Palm, Association for Pelvic Organ Prolapse Support, Mukwonago, WI
Introduction: Currently inadequate statistical capture exists to dissect the needs of practitioners,
research, industry, and women navigating pelvic organ prolapse (POP). To date there has not been an
effective tool to accurately collect significant pelvic organ prolapse demographic details to isolate POP
by type, symptom, causal factor, or treatment. US lifetime risk is presently acknowledged as 20% of
the female populace, yet research frequently indicates that 50% of US parous women may have POP.
This project will describe the planned development of a mobile App to facilitate data capture to assess
and address a multitude of concerns in the POP field.
Methods: Data capture will enable scrutiny to determine the prevalence by age, race, nationality,
type(s) of POP, causal factors, symptoms, surgical and non-surgical treatments utilized, repeat
surgeries, and quality of life; both pre and post treatment.
Results: Clarification of POP incidence will indicate the merit of POP research and evaluation and
address current misconceptions. It will additionally indicate the rationale of screening during routine
pelvic exams as well as critical need for improved POP curriculum in all fields of healthcare education
which address women’s health. Establishing the certainty of sizeable prevalence will encourage media
coverage, of considerable need to address the current lack of awareness.
Conclusions: In order to identify essential areas in the POP dynamic and provide paths of evolution
in treatment, research analysis, industry development, and most importantly, patient and practitioner
awareness, we must confirm the reality of pelvic organ prolapse as a diverse, common, cryptic, female
health concern. There is compelling need to assess POP ballast in the historic pelvic health arena to
generate practitioner membership, and to generate evolution of practitioner curriculum and screening
standardization. Input from Innovating for Continence Conference Stakeholders regarding data
capture of value to their interests will be appreciated and considered.
Source of Funding: None
Conflict of Interest: None
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TREATMENT OF BEDWETTING IN CHILDREN
WITH COMORBIDITIES USING BELL AND PAD ALARM:
TREATMENT PRACTICES AND OUTCOMES
Andrew Florentzou1, Dr. Sharynn Schuster1, Shirley Whitaker2, Dr. Susie Gibb3, Dr Esther Apos1, 4
1
RMIT University, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia
2
Grampians Regional Continence Service, Ballarat, Victoria, Australia
3
Royal Children’s Hospital, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia
4
Ramsey Coote Instruments, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia
Introduction: It has been established that children suffering from nocturnal enuresis (NE; bedwetting)
can be treated with bell and pad alarm conditioning however there is limited information about
treatment practices and outcomes for enuretic children with comorbidities.
A retrospective audit of 3000 pediatric medical records is currently being conducted to determine the
efficacy and treatment practices using the Ramsey Coote bell and pad in Australia. As part of this
audit, information on children with the following comorbidities is also being collected.
n Attention Deficit Disorder
n Autism Spectrum Disorder
n Intellectual Disability
n Conduct Disorder
Materials & Methods: Using a clinical audit data collection tool and carrying out an in depth review of
practices, which were audited as part of a multicentre audit, the following have been examined:
n the success (cure rate) of treatment and relapse rates in the children population with
and without comorbidities.
n implications in terms of clinical outcomes after analysis of practice protocols,
patient evaluations and clinical records.
Results: Treatment protocol: an 8 week alarm program in the home using the Ramsey Coote bell and
pad alarm. If the child did not respond in the 8-week period, treatment was extended for another
4
weeks or longer as required.
.
Attention deficit disorder
Autism spectrum disorder
Intellectual disability
Conduct disorder
No recorded condition

Number of patients
19
37
56
6
1700

Cure Rate %
61.0
51.4 p<0.01
54.4 p<0.001
50.0
76.6

1818 patient records were analysed at the time of publication
Conclusions: The treatment of NE for children with comorbidities utilising the bell and pad alarm is
appropriate with the inclusion of the behavioural approaches used by psychologists and the protocols
by the nurse practitioner to cure or help children improve their quality of life. Longer treatment times
where appropriate, formalized overlearning and/or use of the Ramsey Coote vibrating disc would be
recommended as part of the pathway for care and success for these groups.
Source of Funding: Dr. Esther Apos is supported by Ramsey Coote Instruments via an unconditional
educational grant to coordinate this project. There are no restrictions imposed by Ramsey Coote
Instruments on the analysis of the data or on publication and use of the results. This project was
awarded a voucher grant in 2013 from the Victorian Government Department of Business and
Innovation, Australia.
Conflict of Interest: None
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THE BELL AND PAD CONDITIONING ALARM
FOR NOCTURNAL ENURESIS IN AUSTRALIA:
A MULTICENTRE AUDIT
Dr. Esther Apos1, 2, Dr. Sharynn Schuster1, Shirley Whitaker3,4, Susie Gibb5, Kerry Murphy6
1
RMIT University, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia
2
Ramsey Coote Instruments, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia
3
Ballarat Health Services, Ballarat, Victoria, Australia
4
Grampians Regional Continence Service, Ballarat, Victoria, Australia
5
Royal Children’s Hospital, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia
6
Princess Margaret Hospital for Children, Perth, Western Australia, Australia
Introduction: Bedwetting or Nocturnal Enuresis (NE) is a common and distressing condition that can
impact negatively on a young person’s self-esteem and social participation. An enuresis alarm is the
initial treatment of choice for children with uncomplicated NE in Australia. Follow up studies sometimes
make no distinction between the body worn alarm and the bell and pad alarm. Our multi centre audit
was designed to evaluate specifically the use of the bell and pad alarm for the treatment of children
with Nocturnal Enuresis (NE) aged 6 to16 years.
Materials & Methods: This is a retrospective chart review. 2200 clinical records have been
analysed to date. The total study will involve 3000 consecutive records. We aim to evaluate both
the treatment protocols used and the results of bell and pad treatment. (HREC (IRB) No: HREC/12/
BHSSSJOG/111)
Results: The overall success (cure) rate (≥14 consecutive dry nights) of the bell and pad treatment
was 76.6% and the relapse rate was 19% (8% incomplete records). After a second treatment course
the success rate was 87%. We will present data comparing treatment response across sub groups:
age, gender, NE type, concurrent bowel dysfunction and daytime wetting.
Conclusions: This large retrospective audit will inform the development of evidence-based guidelines
with prognostic information and practical tools to assist practitioners and families in their use of bell
and pad treatment. This will be a valuable resource to assist in delivering a standardised care pathway.
Source of Funding: Unconditional Education Grant by Ramsey Coote Instruments, Melbourne,
Victoria, Australia
Conflict of Interest: Dr. Esther Apos is supported by Ramsey Coote Instruments by an unconditional
educational grant to coordinate and collaborate on this project.
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3D ORIENTATION OF SMOOTH MUSCLE FIBERS
IN SHEEP VAGINAL TRACT:
A DIFFUSION TENSOR-MRI STUDY
Sourav Patnaik1, Song Zhang1, Bryn Brazile1, Jun Liao1
1
Mississippi State University, MS, USA
Introduction: Pelvic organ prolapse (POP) occurs when there is a loss of structural support to
organs contained within the female pelvis [1, 2]. Recently, sheep have been used as a large animal
model for several urogyencological and POP research studies, due to exhibited similarity in vaginal
prolapse pathophysiology. However, anatomical and biomechanical studies of female sheep pelvic
floor tissues are limited. In this study, Diffusion Tensor-MRI (DT-MRI) technique was used to reveal the
3D smooth muscle architecture of the vaginal tract. The ultimate goal is to build a structure-based 3D
computational model of the ewe reproductive tract.
Methods: An ex vivo DT-MRI scanning protocol was applied on sheep tracts (n=4) with 3T MRI
scanner [3]. Data volume of 96×96×36 was acquired with a voxel size of 1.17 × 1.17 × 2.6 mm
(Fig. 1B). GE diffusion tensor protocol was used with two b values (0 and 1000 s/mm2) and 55
gradient directions. 3D muscle fiber orientation and fractional anisotropy (FA) were analyzed, and
biomechanical testing was performed to obtain the regional tissue behavior along the tract.
Results: Sheep vaginal wall tissue is mostly composed of smooth muscle cells, squamous epithelial
cells and extracellular matrices (Fig. 1A). 3D reconstruction of fiber pathways showed that the smooth
muscle orientation has location dependence along the tract (Fig. 1B). We also found the FA values for
the top third, middle third, and bottom third regions, were found to be 0.1100±0.0308, 0.1060±0.0346
and 0.1063±0.0147, respectively (Fig. 1C).
Conclusions: We found that the smooth muscle fiber orientation changes from the top third to the
bottom third region. The ongoing effort is to correlate the smooth muscle fiber orientation and FA with
local tissue mechanical anisotropy. Future studies will be to establish a high-fidelity computational
model with the information of vaginal wall smooth muscle orientation and local tissue biomechanics.
Source of Funding:
ICS Emerging Grant;
I2AT Seed Grant;
NSF EPS-0903787
Conflict of Interest: None
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A CONSCIOUS LARGE ANIMAL PLATFORM
FOR QUANTIFYING THERAPEUTIC EFFECTS
OF SACRAM NEUROMODULATION ON
URINARY BLADDER FUNCTION
Thaddeus Brink1, Patrick L. Zimmerman1, Melissa A. Mattson1, Xin Su1, Dwight E. Nelson1
1
Medtronic, Inc., Minneapolis, MN, USA
Study aim: Sacral neuromodulation (SNM) is used clinically for treating urinary incontinence.
Preclinical work has addressed parameter optimization, and examined therapeutic mechanism, but
is performed in anesthetized models acutely. To move towards clinical use, we established a large
animal model to chronically test SNM in the conscious sheep.
Methods: Adult, female, sheep (n=6) were tested with repeated filling cystometry (10 trials / day).
Sheep were implanted with two InterStim® II devices and leads (Models 3058 and 3889; Medtronic,
Inc., Minneapolis, MN) targeting the left and right S3 or S4 nerves. Weekly tests of ten trials of
cystometry were performed and bladder capacity (ml) was recorded. To test acute effects of SNM, ten
trials of cystometry were performed four successive weeks using five baseline trials and five trials with
bilateral SNM (10 Hz, 0.21 ms pulse width, maximum tolerable amplitude). Data comparing baseline
and neuromodulation trials were analysed with a mixed-effects regression model (R statistical model),
adjusting for multiple comparisons (p-value <0.01 considered significant).
Results: Estimated bladder capacity was ~85 ml during baseline condition increased to ~112 mL
during neuromodulation (p<0.01), a nearly 60% increase in bladder capacity. When neuromodulation
was not applied, there was no difference in bladder capacity over the ten trials (p>0.5).
Conclusions: These data describe the establishment of a conscious, large animal model for testing
SNM effects on bladder capacity. Using filling cystometry, these data show that SNM significantly
increased bladder capacity as compared to control, non-SNM trials. Advantages of the model include
use of clinically available devices, use of conscious animals and quantitative results using clinical
testing similar to human urodynamics. This platform can be used to test other therapy concepts such
as different stimulation field parameters, optimal therapy delivery in normal and dysfunction models,
and long-term therapy efficacy.
Source of Funding: Medtronic, Inc.
Conflict of Interest: All authors are employees of Medtronic, Inc.
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DISCREET, WIRELESS BEDWETTING ALARM
FOR NIGERIAN BOARDING SCHOOL SETTING
Danielle Marks1, Julian Acasio1, Courtney Bernat1, Eric Kaplan1
1
Northwestern University, Evanston, IL, USA
Problem Definition: 10 year old, primary, mono-symptomatic enuretic children in Nigeria do not have
an effective, discreet, low-cost treatment option for bedwetting that can be used in a boarding school
setting.
Background: Bedwetting alarms are not yet available to the Nigerian market. Our collaborator
suggests this is due to the lack of awareness of enuresis as a medical condition and the deeply rooted
social stigma surrounding bedwetting. This social stigma intensifies at 9 or 10 years, when Nigerian
children leave home for boarding school and their condition is thrust into the public eye. In most
bedwetting alarm models, when the child wets, the alarm sounds and alerts those in range, usually
parents, that the wetting has occurred. The main concern with adapting an existing bedwetting alarm
for the boarding school setting was its lack of discretion and the ability of a child to independently
operate the alarm.
Design Description: We designed a system consisting of three main components: a urine sensor, a
localized voice-recordable alarm, and the radio frequency (RF) communication between the two. The
sensor will be enclosed in a pair of Rodger Wireless briefs. It has two conductive threads sewn into the
underwear. Upon urination, the salts in the urine form a bridge between the two threads, closing the
circuit and sending a small output voltage. This voltage is picked up by the first microprocessor. This
microprocessor then activates the RF transmitter, which sends a signal that is picked up by its paired
RF receiver. Next, the receiver relays a signal to a second microprocessor, which is responsible for
turning on the alarm. The alarm is enclosed in an ear bud so only the wearer will wake up when the
alarm goes off.
Design Validation: We will conduct a clinical study with the help of Lurie Children’s Hospital Urology
Division and Bladder Function Improvement Training clinic to validate our design.
Conclusions: From the wearable urine sensor to the customized ear bud with a voice recordable
alarm, enuretic medical treatment can proceed without social embarrassment.
Source of Funding: BME 390-Senior Design Capstone
Conflict of Interest: None
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THE DIRECT DETECTION OF THE COMPLETE MOVEMENT
OF THE LEVATOR ANI VIA FORCE SENSORS –
A NOVEL APPROACH TO AN OLD PROBLEM
Chelsea Cornelius, Analytica Ltd., Brisbane, Queensland, Australia
Problem Definition: Affordable, accessible and EFFECTIVE technology addressing urinary
incontinence by conservative means – pelvic floor muscle training – has to-date been seemingly
unattainable. One of the main tools in this category – the perineometer – has historically comprised an
air-filled sack that compresses when the vaginal canal moves. However, this measures the change in
pressure inside the vagina, which does not necessarily reflect muscle movement.
Background: Capturing the complete movement of the levator ani as it lifts and squeezes is the
key to providing effective biofeedback to both the user and treating clinician. The PeriCoach uses
strategically placed force-sensitive resistors (FSRs) to detect movement of the pubococcygeus and
puborectalis (Figure 1, below).
The PeriCoach FSRs can:
n Detect and measure a relative change in applied force (how much contraction force the pelvic
floor muscles apply in a single squeeze compared to at rest)
n Detect and measure the rate of change of force (how quickly the contraction reaches its
peak strength)
The unique shape and placement of the FSRs means:
n The top sensor determines the involvement of the puborectalis muscle.
n Two side sensors determine the involvement of the pubococcygeus muscle during a contraction.
n The muscle-specific information provided may also help in treating overactive pelvic floor
muscles, and potentially identify other muscle-related disorders.
Furthermore:
n The electrical-based design of the sensors means that their sensitivity can be adjusted to suit
the user. That is, a weaker pelvic floor contraction can be detected and enhanced by applying
gain to the sensors.
Results & Conclusion: Data from approximately 150 users of PeriCoach since Usability Trials in
October 2014, and into launch in 2015, has supported the expected outcomes. Real de-identified data
(as in Figure 2) from PeriCoach secure server shows the individual sensor outputs during an exercise
session. This demonstrates the absolute specificity of the muscle activity able to be detected by the
PeriCoach, which is far more informative on muscle progress and performance than change
in pressure as measured by
many perineometers.
Source of Funding: Internal
Conflict of Interest: The author
is an employee of Analytica Ltd

Figure 1. Sensor placement.

Figure 2. Example exercise session data – real user data.
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ADDRESS KEY BARRIERS TO PERFORMING
PELVIC FLOOR EXERCISE – PRODUCT FEATURES
DRIVING ADHERENCE AND MOTIVATION
Chelsea Cornelius, Analytica Ltd., Brisbane, Queensland, Australia
Problem Definition: The efficacy of pelvic floor muscle training (PFMT) as a first-line treatment for
urinary incontinence has been well documented. However, improvement in symptoms relies heavily
on the person’s adherence and commitment to the PFMT program. Studies show that the key barriers
to adherence to pelvic floor muscle training (PFMT) are:
n Low level of motivation
n Perception of minimal benefit/effectiveness of the exercises
n Forgetting to do exercises
(Frawley et al., 2012)
Overcoming this barrier would go a long way to improving PFMT outcomes, and in turn provide relief
on the medical system.
Background: The PeriCoach system endeavours to address these barriers by utilising today’s
smartphone technology that can “follow the patient home”, with the following features:
n App-based reminders to exercise. These catchy reminders can be tailored to the user’s
choice of frequency (Barrier: Forgetting to do exercises)
n Improvement outcomes. After each session the user is given an indication of their performance
compared to last session (Barrier: perception/effectiveness of exercises)
n Encouragement messages. When the user opens the app to exercise they receive a message
of encouragement based on frequency of use (Barrier: low level of motivation)
n History tracking. The user can log in to a Portal and view their overall exercise history,
giving them feedback on their progress (Barrier: perception/effectiveness of exercises)
n Accountability. The system allows the user to connect with their treating clinician so that
the clinician can also view their data and track progress. (Barrier: low level of motivation).
Results & Conclusion: Feedback since usability trials in October 2014 and the 2015 launch has
shown that the features are achieving the intended outcomes:
“I love the reminder when I’ve missed out for 24 hours”; “It helps me to stay motivated, and I think I
have done more exercises than I would have done, due to the feedback” – Anonymous
“The best part of the Pericoach is the feedback and the ability to actually visualize your strength of
contractions” - Rebecca S
“It’s like an addictive game!” – Anonymous
Source of Funding: Internal
Conflict of Interest: The author is an employee of Analytica Ltd.
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DEVELOPMENT OF OMNI’S PROREN
BLADDER MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Mark Harvie1, Mark Plante2
1
Omni Medical Systems, Colchester, VT, USA
2
Fletcher Allen Healthcare, Montpelier, VT, USA
Topic: Development of Omni’s ProRen FLO™ & CUP™ Bladder Management System, solving the
problems associated with traditional condom catheters and other treatment methods.
Discussion: Omni’s patented non-invasive, sensor-driven Prosthetic Renal (ProRen) technology
actively pulls urine away from the body, keeping the user dry, providing advanced incontinence and
wound care management.
Invention: ProRen™ Air Flow Condom (FLO) was developed to resolve issues with traditional
condom catheters prescribed as treatment for urinary incontinence in men. ProRen CUP System was
developed to resolve pre-existing skin integrity issues.
The ProRen FLO™ uses a hydro-block filter that enables air to flow into the collection condom. This
allows the condom to remain securely attached for up to 48 hours. Urine sensors automatically
activate the control unit, pulling urine completely away from the skin, keeping the user dry.
By allowing the collection FLO condom or CUP to stay fully drained, the risk of developing UTIs, skin
macerations, penile erosion and other possibly life-threatening conditions is significantly reduced.
The FLO System hose easily detaches, allowing the use of intermittent catheters without removal of
the condom.
With standard condom catheters, there is no provision for air to flow into the condom catheter, creating
a vacuum preventing the urine from draining, trapping the urine in the condom catheter against the
skin resulting in adverse events. This is also the primary cause of early detachment.
Results: Over 600 patients have been successfully using the ProRen FLO™ and CUP™ Systems for
16 to 24 hours daily; over the last
3 years and to date there have
been no adverse events reported.
Patients are satisfied using the
Systems and have stated that it
gives them back the mobility and
quality of life they had lost trying
conventional treatment methods.
Source of Funding: Military
and Private funding
Conflict of Interest: Mark Harvie
is an employee of Omni Medical
Systems
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Flourish® A SINGLE USE DISPOSABLE
PERSONAL CARE PRODUCT FOR PREVENTION
OF STRESS URINARY INCONTINENCE
Robert Spitz, Contine Corporation, New London, CT, USA
Problem Definition: Design an immediately effective over-the-counter product for prevention of stress
urinary incontinence in the absence of severe pelvic organ prolapse.
Background: Other than surgical intervention, most women depend on limiting activity, using
products to soak up urine that has leaked, or doing pelvic floor strengthening exercises that are slow
to be effective (if at all).
Design Description: Flourish is a disposable vaginally inserted device with the following properties:
It can be inserted with or without an applicator and has a string for easy removal, features that provide
familiarity for tampon users. Its arms are flexible laterally for easy insertion and removal, while being
stiff vertically for support of the urethra. It places urethral support at same location as surgically
implanted slings. Its 135o angle between the upper and lower portions matches the shape of the
vagina when a woman is upright, aiding placement and comfort. It is balanced to keep its support
element against the urethra. Flourish avoids midline contact in the upper vagina, which prevents the
product being dislodged when constipation is present. It is made of nonabsorbent polypropylene to
resist toxic shock syndrome.
Design Validation: Proof of concept testing consisted of 18 uses of developmental models in active
women with stress urinary incontinence. Not all uses resulted in the user being 100% dry, but most
women reported “worthwhile improvement”. No safety issues were encountered.
A pilot trial for FDA is currently underway in which 20 women with stress incontinence will each use
Flourish on a daily basis for 30 days. Efficacy endpoints for this trial are changes in average pad
weight and number of incontinence episodes with and without the device.
A pivotal trial of similar design has also been reviewed by the FDA and will consist of 68 women with
stress incontinence. The efficacy endpoints again are changes in average pad weight and number of
incontinence episodes with and without device.
Conclusions: A product has been successfully designed for prevention of stress urinary incontinence
in women who do not have severe pelvic organ prolapse. This will provide a management option that
does not require interaction with a healthcare professional.
Source of Funding: Corporate
Conflict of Interest: The author is
President of Contine Corporation and
has a significant financial interest
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URINARY BACTERIAL GENERA DIFFER IN WOMEN
WITH URINARY URGENCY INCONTINENCE VERSUS CONTROLS
Linda Brubaker1, Meghan M. Pearce2, Krystal Thomas-White2, Evann E. Hilt2, 3, Amy B. Rosenfeld4,
Michael J. Zilliox5, Elizabeth R. Mueller1, Cynthia Fok1,7, Stephanie Kliethermes5, Paul Schreckenberger3, 6,
Xiaowu Gai4, 8, and Alan J. Wolfe2, 3
1
Departments of Obstetrics & Gynecology and Urology, Stritch School of Medicine, Loyola University
Chicago, Maywood, Illinois, USA
2
Department of Microbiology and Immunology, Stritch School of Medicine, Loyola University Chicago,
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Introduction: Bacterial DNA and live bacteria have been detected in human urine in the absence of clinical
infection. These observations challenge the current dogma that urine is normally sterile. This new evidence
indicates that the human urinary tract contains microbial communities; however, the role of these communities
in urinary health remains unclear. Urgency urinary incontinence (UUI) is a poorly understood urinary condition
characterized by urgency, frequency, and urinary incontinence. Given the significant overlap of UUI symptoms
with those of urinary tract infections, it is possible these microbial communities contribute to UUI.
Methods: In this study, we used 16S rDNA sequencing to classify bacterial DNA and an expanded
quantitative urine culture (EQUC) protocol to isolate live bacteria in transurethral catheter urine collected from
women with and without UUI.
Results: In these cohorts, we demonstrate that the UUI and non-UUI urinary microbiomes differ by group
based on both sequence and culture evidences. Compared to the non-UUI microbiome, sequencing
experiments revealed that the UUI microbiome was composed of increased Gardnerella and decreased
Lactobacillus. Seven genera (Actinobaculum, Actinomyces, Aerococcus, Corynebacterium, Gardnerella,
Oligella, Streptococcus) were more frequently cultured from the UUI cohort (Figure). Although Lactobacillus
was isolated from both cohorts, distinctions existed at the species level, with Lactobacillus gasseri cultured
more frequently in the UUI cohort, and Lactobacillus crispatus most frequently cultured in the non-UUI cohort.
Conclusions: These differences in the urinary
microbiomes of women with and without UUI could
be important. They suggest a potential role for the
urinary microbiome in female urinary health.
Source of Funding: Loyola University Chicago
Stritch School of Medicine’s research computing
facility was developed through grant funds awarded
by the Department of Health and Human Services
as award number 1G20RR030939-01. This study
was supported by a grant from the Falk Foundation
(LU#202567), by NIH grant R21DK097435-01A1,
and by Astellas Medical and Scientific Affairs
and is registered at www.clinicaltrials.gov as
NCT01642277.
Conflict of Interest: Alan J.Wolfe is funded by
Astellas Medical and Scientific Affairs
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SURVEY IDENTIFIES CONTINENCE AMONG
THE MOST STIGMATIZING HEALTH CONDITIONS
Monica Liebert1, Susan Hayward1, Kenneth Southall2
1
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2
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Introduction: Stigmatization, defined as “social disapproval on the basis of a distinguishing
characteristic,” frequently happens to people with health care conditions. Being stigmatized (stared at,
commented to inappropriately, shunned) can impact the affected person psychologically and cause
poor health care and compliance.
Methods: To explore the public recognition of stigma due to health conditions, a multi-question
anonymous survey using a commercially available web-based survey tool (SurveyMonkey) was
circulated via personal contacts and to 100 paid anonymous participants. Respondents were asked
to rank 20 conditions, and results were scored (rank 1 assigned a 10, rank 2 given 9, etc.) with
each rank multiplied by response number. A small sample of personal interviews was conducted
independently regarding feelings and behaviors when encountering a person with an obvious
difference. Demographics of interviewees were also collected. These studies were performed without
IRB review.
Results: Over 1200 people participated in the survey. Respondents identified most often as
Caucasian, were generally well educated, and included more women than men. Many recipients
reported either having a stigmatized health condition or having a close connection to someone with
a stigmatizing health condition. The ranking identified a “top 8” list of conditions recognized as being
stigmatized, as shown in Table 1.
Interviewees indicated anxiety about and a lack of comfort when interacting with individuals with
obvious differences.
Conclusions: These results indicate that members of the public recognize both urinary and fecal
incontinence as conditions subject to stigmatization. The interview results reveal opportunities to
educate the public to reduce anxiety regarding stigmatization.
Source of Funding: Gift from Kimberly-Clark
Conflict of Interest: None
Table 1

Survey Ranking of Stigmatized Health Conditions

Rank

Condition

Score

1

AIDS

7905

2

Facial Disfigurement

5451

3

Mental Illness

4613

4

Fecal Incontinence

4543

5

Obesity

4190

6

Developmental Disability

3831

7

Cerebral Palsy

3425

8

Urinary Incontinence

3073
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THE STIGMA ASSOCIATED WITH URINARY CONTINENCE:
THE IMPACTS ON SELF-PERCEPTIONS FOR OLDER WOMEN
Kenneth Southall1, Jeffrey Jutai2, Eleanor van den Heuvel3, Sarah Fraser4, Cara Tannenbaum5
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3
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Introduction: There is a stigma associated with continence difficulties. For example, individuals with
continence difficulties are sometimes stereotyped as old and dependent, leading to annoyance,
frustration, and embarrassment. Individuals are stigmatized when they possess, or are thought to
possess, an attribute or characteristic that conveys a social identity that is devalued in a particular
social context (Crocker, Major, & Steele, 1998 <#_ENREF_6>). While the diagnosis of urinary
incontinence can lead to self-stigmatization, paradoxically, many help-seeking strategies including use
of absorbency products may also precipitate stigmatization. Stigma is widely considered an important
barrier to rehabilitation efforts. Yet, there is little research on the topic. In this study we sought to better
understand how urinary incontinence and its management impacts the self-perceptions of older
women.
Methods: A qualitative description research paradigm was employed. Interview participants were
recruited through their involvement in a multinational randomized control trial to test the effectiveness
of an evidence-based continence promotion intervention (PI:Tannenbaum). Twenty personal interviews
were conducted to gain a better understanding of the stigma associated with urinary incontinence
for older women. Data collection was discontinued after 20 interviews because the team reached
saturation. Interview transcripts were prepared and analyzed using content analysis.
Results: While continence difficulties can cause embarrassment and a reluctance to engage in certain
social activities, the participants in this study employed numerous adaptive coping strategies to
steer clear of negative outcomes. Participants demonstrated self-protective social skills to disconfirm
stereotypes, strategic interpretations of social situations to ensure favourable self-evaluations, and
avoidance of negative consequences by emphasizing positive and socially acceptable personal
attributes.
Conclusions: Historically, research has focused on maladaptive responses to stigmatization.
Increasingly however there is evidence of constructive responses to potentially stigmatizing situations.
Narratives of the respondents in this study provide evidence of effective coping responses to protect
one’s self-identity.
Source of Funding: This study was made possible with funds provided from the European Research
Area on Ageing 2 (PI: Cara Tannenbaum).
Conflict of Interest: None
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IMPACT OF URINARY INCONTINENCE ON VAGINAL
AND VULVAR MICROBIOME IN POST-MENOPAUSAL WOMEN
Jingru Li1, Rebecca Vongsa1, David Koenig1
1
Kimberly-Clark Corporation, Neenah, WI, USA
Introduction: It has been shown that vaginal /vulvar microbial communities may play an important
role in women’s health and comfort. Urinary incontinence affects women of all ages and is highly
prevalent among post-menopausal women. However, information is limited regarding how
incontinence impacts microflora in vulvar and vaginal regions upon increased exposure to urine.
We hypothesize that the vulvar/vaginal regions of incontinent women will have altered microbial
communities compared to continent women due to altered carbon/nitrogen ratio caused by prolonged
contact with urine.
Methods: In this study, we obtained swab samples of vaginal cavity and multi-faceted vulvar structure
from continent and incontinent healthy post-menopausal women. The bacterial community in each
sample was analyzed by sequencing the V1-V3 regions of the 16S rRNA gene. Trans-epidermal
water loss and pH measurements of vulvar skin were recorded to evaluate incontinence-associated
biophysical changes.
Results: Results showed that the vaginal bacterial flora of incontinent women clustered separately
from continent women, while no clustering of vulvar bacterial flora between continent and incontinent
groups was observed, indicating a more significant impact of incontinence on the composition of
vaginal microbiome than vulvar microbiome. Interestingly, vaginal cavity appears to harbor distinct
microbial communities compared to vulvar skin in all subjects.
Conclusions: Together these data show that urinary incontinence may alter urogenital microflora,
but does not significantly change vaginal pH. The effect of this change in microflora is not well
understood. Urinary incontinence did not significantly impact vulvar microflora, pH, or TEWL values
in post-menopausal women indicating the external urogenital environment is more resilient to urine
insults than the vaginal canal.
Source of Funding: Kimberly-Clark Corporation
Conflict of Interest: Authors are employees of the Kimberly-Clark Corporation
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CHEMOSIGNALS OF STRESS INFLUENCE SOCIAL JUDGMENTS
Pamela Dalton1, Tamika Wilson1, Cristina Jaen1, Christopher Maute1
1
Monell Chemical Senses Center, Philadelphia, PA, USA
Introduction: Human body odors have important communicative functions regarding genetic
identity, immune fitness and general health, but an expanding body of research suggests they can
also communicate information about an individual’s emotional state. In the current study, we tested
whether axillary odors obtained from women experiencing psychosocial stress could negatively
influence personality judgments of warmth and competence made about other women depicted in
video scenarios.
Methods: 44 female donors provided three types of sweat samples: untreated exercise sweat,
untreated stress sweat and treated stress sweat. For each donor, one axilla was untreated and a
commercial unscented antiperspirant product was applied to the other axilla for 4 days prior to the
test to evaluate whether ‘blocking’ the stress signal would improve the social evaluations. A separate
group of male and female evaluators (n=120) rated the women in the videos while smelling one of the
three types of sweat samples.
Results: Women in the video scenes were rated as being more stressed by both men and women
when smelling the untreated vs. treated stress sweat. For men only, the women in the videos were
rated as less confident, trustworthy and competent when smelling both the untreated stress and
exercise sweat in contrast to the treated stress sweat. Women’s social judgments were unaffected by
sniffing the pads.
Conclusions: The results have implications for understanding how concerns about malodor
production can not only influence one’s emotional state but can also cause others to evaluate one less
favorably.
Source of Funding: P&G Beauty
Conflict of Interest: None
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REAL-TIME CONTRACTION EVENT DETECTION FROM
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Introduction: Urodynamics is widely used for evaluating voiding dysfunction, accomplished with
multiple sensors and nonphysiologically fast cystometric filling. Meanwhile, cutting edge treatments
for incontinence using neuromodulation use no sensors, relying on continuous stimulation. Wireless,
implantable devices are under development that allows noninvasive measurements of bladder
pressure during physiological filling. However, the use of such devices is limited by the ability to
process recorded data for diagnosis or detect meaningful events for real-time conditional treatment.
Moreover, artifacts from abdominal pressure, usually measured by a second sensor, can no longer be
removed, introducing a new source of physiological noise that may prevent accurate diagnosis and
treatment.
Methods: We present Context Aware Thresholding (CAT), a novel, parameterized, user-tunable
algorithmic framework that facilitates rapid processing of bladder pressure data. We present a scoring
function that ranks conditional stimulation algorithms on efficacy and efficiency (CS Score). We test
and verify functionality using two pre-recorded human data sets, totaling 26 individuals with overactive
or neurogenic bladder, and compare results with state-of-the-art conditional stimulation techniques.
Results: We show statistically that adaptive thresholding methods perform significantly better than
fixed thresholds. Fixed thresholds resulted in low scores, whereas adaptive thresholding improved
detection accuracy but increased false positives. CAT reduced the false positives and overall latency,
detecting 100% of events within 1 second of contraction onset.
Conclusion: Relative to other methods, the CAT algorithm is fast, robust, highly accurate, noisetolerant, and amenable to energy-efficient hardware implementation. This system can augment
existing diagnostic and treatment techniques including ambulatory urodynamics and neuromodulation
in both SCI and non-SCI patients. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first reported algorithm
for real-time contraction event detection from bladder pressure recordings based on a single in situ
sensor, which makes it attractive for implantable pressure monitoring and conditional stimulation
systems.
Source of Funding: 1I01RX000443-01A2, 1IK1RX000960-01A1, and 1IO1RX000822-01A1 from the
Rehabilitation Research & Development Service of the VA Office of Research and Development.
Conflict of Interest: None
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DEVELOPMENT OF A LARGE XENOGRAFT ANIMAL MODEL
TO INVESTIGATE EFFICACY OF CELL-BASED THERAPIES TO
TREAT STRESS URINARY INCONTINENCE (SUI)
Bastian Amend1, Alexandra Kelp1, Martin Vaegler1, Arnulf Stenzl1, Karl-Dietrich Sievert2
1
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2
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Introduction: Application of regeneration-competent progenitor or stem cells could possibly restore
function of the rhabdosphincter for patients with stress urinary incontinence. This study aims to assess
intrasphincter injection of mesenchymal stromal cells (MSC) in a large animal model.
Methods: Prior to initial MSC treatment, all animals received Cyclosporine® (15mg/kg, iv) which
was continued orally (tablet in a Marshmallow). Undifferentiated different human MSC (bone marrow,
placenta or adipose tissue) were injected into the rhabdosphincter (4 depots, 2x106 cells in total) by
transurethral-guided needle injection. Seventy-two immune suppressed female minipigs were divided
into 12 groups with six animals each: three groups of MSC populations consisting of 4 different followup points (3 weeks, 3, 6, and 12 months). A group of 24 animals (Sham) underwent treatment with
culture media only. Functional regeneration of the rhabdosphincter was evaluated by urodynamic
urethral pressure profile (UPP). The rhabdosphincter was then harvested to assess localization and
distribution of MSC as well as TUNEL-staining for apoptosis.
Results: Six minipigs did not survive; 5 from the sham group and 1 that received cells. All animals
tested so far (n=59/72) did not demonstrate signs of human MSC rejection nor inflammation during
the investigation. Fibrotic encapsulation of the MSC injected was observed in 1 minipig. The 59
urodynamic-investigated pigs demonstrated increased UPP compared to sham without differences
related to MSC source. During all tested evaluation points, cells remained in the region of injection
without migration and/or disappearance. Over time the depots appeared to decrease. Apoptosis was
present in ≤10% of injected MCS locations.
Conclusions: Transurethral needle injection of human MSC is feasible and a potential minimalinvasive application technique for clinical regeneration of injured and degenerated rhabdosphincter,
given that the injected cells survived and effected functional regeneration.
Source of Funding: KFO 273, DFG
Conflict of Interest: None
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TIBIAL NEUROMODULATION:
NOVEL CHRONIC IMPLANTABLE DEVICE ACHIEVES
URINARY CONTINENCE IN INITIAL CASES
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Introduction: Percutaneous tibial nerve stimulation (PTNS) has been successfully used to treat
symptoms of overactive bladder (OAB). It relies on stimulation of the tibial nerve once a week for
30 minutes, in an outpatient setting. A novel minimized chronic implant (StimGuard LLC®) allows
stimulation of the tibial nerve for several hours per day, which might revolutionize PTNS.   We report on
chronic tibial neuromodulation using this new chronic implantable device.
Methods: In August, 2014, two males with neurogenic lower urinary tract dysfunction (nLUTD) were
implanted: an 82-year old patient with Parkinson’s disease for 6 years and a 69-year old patient
with multiple sclerosis for 16 years. Both patients suffered from refractory urgency incontinence (UI)
and nocturia; detrusor overactivity (DO) and detrusor sphincter dyssynergia were demonstrated
during video-urodynamics. The implantation was accomplished as a live surgical procedure in local
anaesthesia during the 3rd International Neuro-Urology Meeting in Zürich, Switzerland.
Results: The implantation of the novel electrode was well tolerated by both patients and performed
as outpatient surgery. Within 48 hours the patients reported significant improvement of nLUTD. Two
months after surgery, both patients are completely dry; urinary urgency and nocturia disappeared
according to their bladder diary. Due to this reported implantation success, stimulation was continued
only during sleep (night time). The urodynamic follow-up at 2 months documented a significant
increase of maximum cystometric capacity; no DO was detected. Thus far, no implant-related adverse
events were reported.
Conclusions: Tibial neuromodulation using a novel chronic implantable device introduces a
promising treatment option with minimal-invasive technology that is urgently needed for patients
suffering from refractory OAB or even from multiple problems. The new technology offers the
opportunity for the patient to perform chronic tibial neuromodulation for several hours over 24h, even
while sleeping. This new device has the potential to revolutionize neuromodulation procedures.
Source of funding: StimGuard
Conflict of Interest: None
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Problem Definition: Urinary incontinence, or the involuntary loss of urine, is an ever-increasing
problem facing the world’s aging population. Currently, it is estimated that incontinence affects 25
million American adults and over 200 million adults worldwide. While incontinence is considered a
medical problem, it should be noted that incontinence often negatively affects the emotional and
psychological well being of women. This often leads women to “suffer in silence”, and thus forgo
many normal activities of daily living (i.e., shopping, traveling, exercising). Manufacturers continue to
make great strides in developing incontinence products. However, strong social stigma still surrounds
most incontinence products due to their lack of normalcy and inferior quality.
Background (problem with existing design and specification for new design [Fanny Pants]):
Most commercially available incontinence products are inferior to women’s traditional undergarments.
Incontinence products tend to lack discreetness, comfort, and fashion. Oftentimes, they are made with
low quality materials as well.
Design Description: Fanny Pants’ goal is to design, manufacture, and market fashionable,
comfortable, and stylish incontinence products to help minimize the social stigma commonly
associated with the majority of currently available products.
Design Validation: Consumer surveys were sent to 32 female Fanny Pants users. Of the twentyeight women who completed the survey, 77% said they would use it daily, 86% were satisfied with
the quality, 90% found them easy to use, 92% were satisfied with their absorbency, and 100% were
satisfied with the waterproofing feature.
Conclusions for a Design Project: By providing a stylish, comfortable, and technologically superior
incontinence product, we hope to empower women to move beyond the social stigma commonly
associated with their incontinence.
Source of Funding: Internal
Conflict of Interest: Dr. David Hall, MD, is a Fanny Pants, LLC consultant.
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Introduction: Catheter-based methods of determining intravesical pressure are not tolerable in
ambulatory settings. Real-time bladder monitoring could enable closed-loop neuromodulation, increasing
effectiveness and efficiency. We have developed a wireless bladder pressure sensor capable of chronic
implantation in a suburothelial location. This study demonstrates the first example of real-time, catheterfree bladder pressure sensing in an ambulatory animal from a cystoscopically-implanted wireless sensor,
to the best of our knowledge.
Methods: This study evaluated device implantation and ambulatory recording in female calf models
(n=4). The implant location and depth was confirmed by fluoroscopic cystogram to help align
external data telemetry and battery recharging antennas. The implant function was confirmed through
anesthetized cystometry against a catheter reference. Ambulatory device recording and wireless battery
recharging was performed after a 2-day healing period. Battery recharging was performed three times
weekly by taping a recharge antenna to the animal skin. Ambulatory device recordings were performed
by holding the data reception antenna approximately 25 cm from the implanted device.
Results: Wireless recordings during anesthetized cystometry correlated with the reference pressure
sensor and manual bladder compressions were captured in real time (Fig. 1). Implant depths ranged
from 8 – 13 cm, requiring 9 – 15 W of externally-applied RF power for battery recharge. Wireless
battery recharge and data recording on an ambulatory animal was demonstrated. Ambulatory bladder
recordings were robust enough to classify motion patterns, voiding contractions, and contractile
overactivity.
Conclusions: The pressure monitor may be successfully placed in a suburothelial position. Implant
depth is shallow enough to permit wireless battery recharge and data telemetry. The pressure monitor
can provide real-time bladder pressure data suitable for ambulatory urodynamics or closed-loop bladder
control.
Source of Funding:
Department of Veterans Affairs
RR&D Merit Review
1I01RX000443-01
Conflict of Interest: None
Figure 1.
Simultaneous reference catheter and
wireless implanted device recordings
during cystometry showed correlation.
Discrepancies in the data may be
attributable to the submucosal device
implant location.
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Introduction: An implantable bladder pressure sensor is needed for diagnosis of voiding dysfunction
and to serve as feedback for neurostimulation. We have developed a miniature bladder pressure sensor
capable of real time data transmission and wireless recharging in a chronic, ambulatory environment.
This study demonstrated feasibility of minimally invasive implantation of the sensor into the submucosa.
Methods: Cystourethrethroscopy was performed with a 25 French cystourethroscope in 50-60 kg
Jersey calves. A nick in the mucosa was made using cautery proximal to the trigone of the bladder and
cystoscopic scissors were used to create a submucosal plane. The pocket was expanded with a 1.5
cc 5 French arterial embolectomy catheter. The sensor (6.8 x 3.0 x 15 mm) was inserted through the
cystoscope sheath into the pocket. A catheter was placed to promote healing. Repeat cystoscopy was
performed weekly to monitor healing. The catheter was removed when healing was satisfactory.
Results: Four devices were successfully implanted in three female calves. A cystogram was performed
after device placement to evaluate bladder integrity (Fig. 1). No contrast extravasation was observed
and device location was confirmed posterior to the trigone in each case. B&O suppositories were used
to minimize bladder spasms, facilitate healing, and improve tolerability. Two of the four devices were
expelled from the pocket at week 1 and one at week 2 when the pocket was not sealed. One device was
expelled at week 4 when the submucosal pocket was closed with endoscopic suturing.
Conclusions: This study demonstrated the safety and feasibility of minimally invasive cystoscopic
implantation of a miniature wireless bladder pressure sensor and the challenge of long-term device
retention. Implantation proximal to the trigone is safe and did not result in bladder perforation. Further
research is needed to improve long-term device retention.
Source of Funding: 1I01RX000443-01A2 from
the Rehabilitation Research & Development
Service of the VA Office of Research and
Development, Case Western Reserve
University, and the Cleveland Clinic.
Conflict of Interest: None

Fig. 1.
Cystogram of implanted
wireless sensor.
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AN APPLICATION TO SMART INCONTINENCE
MANAGEMENT (SIM)
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1
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Introduction: SIM™ platform technology is an innovative, world-first solution for the management of
urinary incontinence. SIM™ technology combines smart, sensor enabled, incontinence products with
heuristic algorithms capable of detecting multiple incontinence events with their associated estimated
volumes during an assessment period. Knowing the volume of each incontinence event and the
known working capacity of the incontinence product, one can interactively optimize incontinence
product change times and product capacities.
Method: Due to the very intrusive nature, in the field, of the procedure to collect a training set with
known volume for each incontinence event, it is impractical to collect training set data with any
granularity around individual voiding events; the only reasonably accurate data available being
cumulative volume from weighing a product. We describe a patented machine learning approach
which Simavita has developed for learning to estimate the volume of individual incontinence events
(high-resolution information) from a training set of data of incontinence events with the cumulative
volume of a plurality of incontinence events (low-resolution information).
Results: We collected sensor data from 119 pad cycles in laboratory and then randomly divided the
pad cycles, in a cross validation manner, into a training set to build a model and testing set to verify
the built model. Table 1 shows the results in terms of two objective functions; the average error of an
incontinence event volume, and the average error of estimated cumulative volume in a pad cycle with
one or more of incontinence events.
Conclusion: This paper presents the patented machine learning approach, utilized in SIM™
technology, for estimating the volume of an incontinence event. The proposed method may be used
to optimize incontinence product change times and product capacities.
Source of Funding: Simavita Pty Ltd
Conflict of Interest: Authors are employees of Simavita Pty Ltd
Measurement
1. Average error for each event (ml)
Standard deviation of error
Average volume of event (ml)

2. Average error for each pad cycle (ml)
Standard deviation of error
Average volume of pad cycle (ml)

Training set

Testing set

71.3477

76.8516

54.7764

61.0811

192.2541

183.0525

84.5675

113.00

74.3227

98.7472

559.4574

529.4673

Table 1: The average volume error in testing and training sets
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Introduction: Neurogenic detrusor overactivity (NDO) following neurologic disease or injury, such as
spinal cord injury, often results in decreased bladder capacity, urinary incontinence, ureteric reflux,
can trigger autonomic dysreflexia, and impairs quality of life. Electrical stimulation of the genital nerves
(GNS) can acutely inhibit reflex bladder contractions and increase bladder capacity, however the
feasibility of GNS to manage the hyperreflexic bladder chronically has not been tested.
Methods: Subjects with NDO were tested acutely to demonstrate bladder inhibition and increases
in bladder capacity in response to GNS. Subjects that opted to test chronic GNS were provided
with a portable stimulator for at-home noninvasive GNS testing. Data on bladder capacity, urinary
incontinence episodes, and user satisfaction were collected using voiding diaries, urodynamics tests
and surveys. Participants acted as their own controls.
Results: All individuals successfully used GNS as part of their daily routines. Episodes of urinary
incontinence decreased. Acute increases in bladder capacity were maintained chronically. Benefits
varied by individual based on their original bladder management strategies. Subjects with pelvic
sensation did not report discomfort with GNS. All individuals reported satisfaction with GNS and would
recommend it to others with NDO.
Conclusions: Chronic genital nerve stimulation is a feasible bladder management solution for
individuals with NDO. Users successfully adapt GNS to their needs and improved upon their original
bladder management strategies.
Source of Funding: VA RRD 822; VA RRD 960
Conflict of Interest: Ken Gustafson is an inventor of patents owned by Case Western Reserve
University that are related to this research and have been licensed to a company. Dr. Gustafson does
not have a relationship with the company.
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Introduction: There have been no studies performed to evaluate urinary frequency in patients that
suffer from persistent lower urinary tract symptoms (LUTS) following obstetric vesicovaginal fistula
closure. This may be due to the fact that bladder diaries are impractical as most patients are illiterate
and many are not accustomed to holding a pen or marking paper. We have developed a novel and
simple method for assessing 24-hour frequency in this patient population
Methods: Forty-four consecutive patients with LUTS symptoms were recruited between November
2013 and February 2014. Each patient was handed an envelope and several strips of paper. She was
then instructed to tear off a piece of paper from the strips and place the torn piece into the envelope
after each micturition for the next 24 hours. Histogram analysis was conducted with the Shapiro-Wilk
test. The Pearson correlations test was used to test for correlations between 24-hour frequency and
patient demographic data and operative records.
Results: The mean 24-hour frequency was 16.6±7.3. Of the 44 patients, 36(82%) reported having
>8 micturitions, 29(66%) reported >12 micturitions, and 24 (55%) reported >15 micturitions per 24hour period. There was no significant correlation between 24-hour frequency and patient age, duration
of labor, time since VVF closure, or fistula diameter. Of the 22 patients with available operative notes,
8(36%), 10(45%), and 4(18%) had an estimated bladder size of good, fair, and small, respectively. The
mean 24-hour frequency for this group was as follows: 15.1±6.2 (good), 14.9±7.4 (fair), and 17±10.1
(small); the test for statistical significance was underpowered to detect a significant difference between
groups.
Conclusions: We have described a novel method for evaluating 24-hour frequency that can be
used in populations with little or no literacy. This data provides evidence that the majority of patients
presenting with persistent UI or LUTS following successful VVF closure have symptoms of urinary
frequency.
Source of Funding: Global Innovations for Reproductive Health & Life
Conflict of Interest: None
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Introduction: Although up to 90% of obstetric vesicovaginal fistulas (VVF) may be successfully
closed following surgical repair, 39-55% of patients fall into the “continence gap”—continuing to suffer
persistent urinary incontinence (UI) following VVF closure. We aimed to utilize the 1-hour pad test to
evaluate a novel pictorial questionnaire (the Post-VVF Incontinence Severity Scale [PFISS]) for use in
the assessment of patient’s perceived severity of incontinence following successful VVF closure.
Methods: Fifty-six consecutive patients with complaints of persistent UI following VVF closure and 2
patients with unrepaired VVF in Ethiopia were recruited between November 2013 and February 2014.
The PFISS was administered, and each patient underwent a standardized 1-hour pad test. PFISS
scores were plotted against leaked volumes and analysed using linear regression models
Results: The mean volume leaked during the 1-hour pad test was 126±119ml, while the mean
PFISS score was 3.3±1.9. There was a significant linear positive correlation between PFISS score and
volume leaked. Of the 56 patients, 50 (89%) had a positive pad-test (>1 gram). Of the 6 patients who
had a negative pad-test, 5 and 1 indicated a PFISS score of 0 and 2, respectively. Of the 28 patients
that leaked greater than 92ml (the median volume of leakage observed), the mean PFISS score 4.4
±1.4. The two patients with unrepaired VVF leaked an average of 245ml (255ml and 234ml), and both
had PFISS scores of 6. Of the 56 patients with “closed” VVF, 9 (16%) leaked greater than 245ml. In
these 9 patients, the mean volume leaked was 336 ±41ml (median=325ml), and the mean PFISS
score was 5.3 ±1.2 (median=6).
Conclusions: The PFISS correlates to volume leaked during the 1-hour pad test and can be used
irrespective of a patient’s literacy status, for the assessment of patients’ perceived severity of persistent
UI following VVF closure.
Source of Funding: Global Innovations for Reproductive Health & Life
Conflict of Interest: None
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SLING TENSIONING DURING SURGERY
FOR FEMALE STRESS URINARY INCONTINENCE:
A SURVEY OF TECHNIQUES
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Introduction: Although the safety and efficacy of synthetic midurethral sling surgery has been
thoroughly investigated, little is known regarding surgeon preferences and use of various techniques
for sling tensioning. Our objective was to determine which techniques are most commonly used by
surgeons and surgeons’ attitudes toward the issue of proper sling tension.
Methods: Members of the International Urogynecological Association were contacted via email and
asked to participate in an electronic survey. Odds ratio analyses were performed to compare the use
of various techniques among specialties, fellowship status, practice settings, and time since residency.
Descriptive statistics were presented as percentages, median and interquartile range, or mean and
standard deviation.
Results: Overall, 353 surgeons responded to the survey. Survey results are presented in Table 1.
Odds ratio (OR) analysis showed that fellowship-trained surgeons were 2.17 times more likely to
utilize leak point pressure (LPP) values for determining sling tension (OR: 2.17; 95% CI: 1.30, 3.62).
Similarly, those with greater than 20 years since residency were more likely to utilize LPP values
compared to those with only 0 to 5 years since residency (OR: 2.48; 95% CI: 1.22, 5.04). There was
a trend towards decreased use of LPP values in those in university-based or public hospital practice
settings (OR: 0.60; 95% CI: 0.35, 1.04). When analyzing techniques used by those with backgrounds
in urology compared with gynecology, urologists were more likely to keep a Foley in place during sling
tensioning (OR: 3.30; 95% CI: 1.18, 9.22).
Conclusions: This was the first study to survey a group of female pelvic floor surgeons regarding
techniques used for synthetic midurethral sling placement. Our results indicate that there is a wide
degree of variation among surgeons. Prospective studies assessing the utility and efficacy of various
techniques could provide a more evidenced-based approach to midurethral sling surgery and
potentially improve patient outcomes.
Source of Funding: Innometrix LLC
Conflict of Interest: Ali Borazjani holds intellectual property rights and ownership stake,
Innometrix LLC.
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Introduction: A woman with an obstetric vesicovaginal fistula (VVF) suffers from continuous
urinary incontinence and in some cases prolonged obstructed labor may destroy the entire bladder
base. Since the nerve supply of the detrusor runs through the trigone of the bladder, it has been
hypothesized that injuries of this kind may produce a degree of neuropathic bladder dysfunction.
To date, no study has been performed to investigate voiding function in the “closed but wet” patient
population. We aimed to evaluate voiding function using uroflowmetry in patients with persistent UI
following successful VVF closure in Ethiopia.
Methods: Thirteen consecutive patients with complaints of persistent UI were recruited between
November 2013 and December 2014. Uroflowmetry was performed with the aid of a custom-designed
voiding platform that allowed patients to void in their natural squatting posture. Nomograms were
used to adjust for voided volume and corrected Qmax (cQmax) was calculated using Von Garrelt’s
equation. Student’s t-test or the Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test was used to determine statistical
significance between observed flow rate values and expected normal values using the nomograms.
Results: The typical flow pattern observed on uroflowmetry was characteristic of detrusor impairment.
The observed mean Qmax was 7.7±3.6 (range=1.2-13.8) ml/s. The observed Qmax (7.7±3.6 ml/s)
was significantly lower than the expected normal values based on the Liverpool (15.2±5.8 ml/s) or
PGIMER nomogram (14.4±3.3 ml/s), p=0.002 and p<0.001, respectively. Similar significant results
were found for Qave (observed: 3.1±1.5 ml/s, Liverpool: 8.0±3.8 ml/s, PGIMER: 7.5±2.3 ml/s). The
mean voided volume was 72±48ml, and mean TQmax, voiding time, and flow time were 16±15s,
29±16s, and 23±14s, respectively.
Conclusions: To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to investigate voiding function in
fistula patients who remain incontinent after successful VVF closure. Our data is consistent with the
hypothesis that these patients may have some degree of neuropathic bladder dysfunction.
Source of Funding: Global Innovations for Reproductive Health and Life
Conflict of Interest: None
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A STUDY OF FRICTION BETWEEN THE TOPSHEET
OF INCONTINENCE PADS AND HUMAN SKIN
Sabrina Falloon1, Alan Cottenden1
1 University College London, London, UK
Introduction: Long term use of disposable pads or diapers can result in skin damage. It is anticipated
that a better understanding of friction between the skin and nonwoven fabrics (top sheet of absorbent
continence products) would help pad manufacturers to create products that are kinder to the skin.
This poster will report work to characterise and improve understanding of frictional interaction
between nonwoven materials and human skin, focusing on factors such as age, skin type and skin
deformation.
Methods: Friction was measured between the volar forearm skin of 19 female volunteers and strips
of five different nonwoven fabrics, under five different loads. The strips of fabric were pulled across the
skin using a device called a tensometer and most measurements were made in an environmentally
controlled room. Coefficients of friction were compared with participant age and skin compliance, as
well as the extent of deformation of the skin.
Results: There was a remarkably linear and proportional relationship between applied load and
friction force (see figure 1) for all participants of all ages, which was also independent of compliance
of the skin and underlying tissues (wrinkled and flaccid versus smooth and firm). The coefficient of
friction varied between participants and between nonwovens; there was no systematic relationship
between coefficient of friction and participant age, but one fabric always had a lower coefficient with
skin than the other four. Various skin behaviours were also observed.
Conclusions: It seems possible to design nonwoven fabrics that have lower friction forces with all
human skin types, although this is not determined by one individual property of the nonwoven. It
is also important to consider the impact of skin hydration and what happens when bodily fluids are
present.
Source of Funding: This work was funded jointly by University College London (UK) and SCA
Hygiene Products AB (Sweden).
Conflict of Interest: SCA, who
part-funded this work,
manufacture and market
incontinence pads.

Figure 1:
Example relationship
between friction force and
applied load; participant
aged 95 years (legend/key
contains fabric codes)
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Introduction: Lifelong urinary incontinence (UI) affects around 10-15% of men who have had surgery
for prostate cancer (1, 2) and non-surgical treatment may also result in UI (3). Incontinence has a major
negative effect on quality of life in terms of mental and physical health, and social interactions (4-9) and is
associated with long term morbidities such as skin irritation and skin breakdown, urinary tract infection,
falls, and increased hospital stays (10). Research evidence shows that British men lack both information
about products and provision of appropriate products, and that current product designs are sub-optimal
in terms of efficacy, acceptability or both (11). We are involved in an international programme (TrueNTH) to
address these problems; specifically, our work aims to improve the quality of life of men with incontinence
following prostate cancer treatment by building, testing and implementing a novel continence
management system that is integrated within existing continence and urology specialist services.
Method: The work comprises four modules of work, with the man at the centre (see Figure 1).
Results: At the conference, we plan to present a progress report with early results on each of the three
project modules, as follows:
n Prostate cancer microsite – feedback from a group of men who have been developing
the new website content with us
n Personal budget scheme – data from interviews of current service users about its limitations
n Washable pad / boxer & penile clamp – data from initial user and lab (clamp) testing
Source of Funding: Prostate Cancer UK
Conflict of Interest: None
Figure 1
Preparation for treatment
Planning for temporary
catheterisation & incontinence

â
After treatment
Managing temporary or
intractable incontinence

Module #1: Better information
Men directed to self-assessment using a prostate cancer microsite linked to the Continence Product
Advisor (CPA) website which provides evidence-based advice and product information specifically for men.
Module #2: Better product choice
Men referred to community nursing services for assessment where they are given:
n Choice of products using the CPA and within a personal budget scheme
n Sheath / clamp / pad fitting
n Prostate Cancer UK surgery pack supplied
Module #3 & 4: Better products
n Heavy night time leakage à washable pad / boxer
n Daytime UI when active à penile clamp
Evaluation (user and lab (clamp) testing) of selected products in design group and modification of
existing product / development of new product.

References: (1) Hunskaar S, Burgio K, Clark A, et al. “Epidemiology of urinary and faecal incontinence and pelvic organ prolapse.”
Incontinence. 3rd International Consultation on Incontinence. Eds: Abrams P, Cardozo L, Khoury S, Wein A. Health Publications Ltd. 2004. (2)
Fontaine E, Izadifar V, Barthelemy Y. et al. Urinary continence following radical prostatectomy assessed by a self-administered questionnaire.
Eur Urol 2000, 37, 223-227. (3) Wilt T, Ahmed H. Prostate cancer screening and the management of clinically localized disease. BMJ 2013,
346, f325. (4) Kirshner-Hermanns R, Jakse G. Quality of life following radical prostatectomy. Crit Rev Oncol Hematol 2002, 43(2), 141-151. (5)
Resendes LA, McCorkle R. Spousal responses to prostate cancer: an integrative review. Cancer Invest 2006 Mar; 24(2):192-8. (6) Sharpley
CF, Bitsika V, Christie DR. Understanding the causes of depression among prostate cancer patients: development of the effects of prostate
cancer on lifestyle questionnaire Psychooncology 2009 Feb, 18(2):162-8. (7) Paterson, J. Stigma associated with post-prostatectomy urinary
incontinence. Journal of Wound, Ostomy and Continence Nursing 2000, 27(3):168-173. (8) Mazur DJ, Merz JF. Older patients’ willingness to
trade off urological adverse outcomes for a better chance at five-year survival in the clinical setting of prostate cancer. J Am Geriatr Soc 1995 43,
979-984. (9) Sanda M, Dunn R, Michalski J, et al. Quality of Life and Satisfaction with Outcome among Prostate-Cancer Survivors. New England
Journal of Medicine 2008 March 20, 358(12): 1250-1261. (10) Cottenden A, Bliss D, Fader M, Gartley C, Hayder D, Ostaszkiewicz J, Wilde
M. 2013. “Management with Continence Products.” Incontinence. 5th International Consultation on Incontinence. Eds: Abrams P, Cardozo
L, Khoury S, Wein A. Health Publications Ltd. In press. (11) Fader M, Macaulay M, Broadbridge J, Cottenden A, Birch B, Moore K, Gage H,
Vickerman J, Richardson A, Williams P, Knight D, Field P. A trial of devices for intractable urinary incontinence following prostate cancer surgery
and other treatments for prostate cancer. 2013. To be published.
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The Continence Product Advisor (www.continenceproductadvisor.org) is a website launched in
June 2013 to provide independent, evidence-based advice to people with incontinence and caregivers
wanting to select the most suitable containment products and use them effectively. This poster will
provide a resume of the web site’s main features, recent developments and innovations planned for
the future.
The website is a joint venture of the University of Southampton (UoS) and University College London
(UCL) in England, the International Consultation on Incontinence and the International Continence
Society (ICS). The site is hosted by the ICS. Staff at these organisations are conducting a rolling
program to develop the site, drawing on comments from its users.
Traffic on the site has grown steadily and has now reached about 1500 per week, giving – through
Google Analytics – lots of useful information on which sections users are finding the most helpful and
yielding a steady stream of requests for information and suggestions for improvement. Major research
projects at UoS and UCL on intermittent catheterisation and on urine containment products for men
post-prostatectomy are enabling us to further develop the related web site sections, introducing, for
example, video clips to help viewers see how to use products effectively. Another major improvement
currently under way involves the development of an improved product finder that will enable a user
to review more easily and confidently the strengths and limitations of various product categories. The
site content is currently available only in English but there are plans to have material translated into
other languages, drawing on local expertise. The site is restricted to carrying international generic
information and we have a growing number of links to the sites of national organisations with local
knowledge, providing advice and information complementary to that on the CPA site.
Source of Funding: None
Conflict of Interest: None
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Introduction: Evaluating the safety and acceptability of re-using catheters for intermittent
catheterisation (IC) is a top continence research priority in the UK (1) where single use is currently the
norm, despite the lack of evidence for it superiority over multi-use (2). We are engaged in a project
(MultICath) whose overall aim is to find out if multi-use of catheters is at least as good as using only
single-use catheters, and this poster describes the first phase which is to develop a tool to measure
the acceptability of the two techniques.
Method: 40 IC users (single use only) were interviewed to discover:
1. Which aspects of catheterisation with single-use and multi-use catheters are important to users
2. The value they place on the different attributes of single-use and multi-use catheters
Open-ended questions were based on published literature (3,4) and transcripts from interviews in
other research (5).
Results: Full results will be available for the conference. Analysis of preliminary results confirms that
IC users have concerns about IC using both types of catheter. For example, an advantage of singleuse catheters may be that little preparation is required for use but, as they can’t be re-used, there may
be concerns about potential shortage of catheters. An advantage of multi-use catheters is that fewer
catheters are needed but used catheters must be stored until cleaning can be done.
Conclusion: IC users find advantages and disadvantages to both multi-use and single-use catheters,
implying that each has its strengths for individuals in different circumstances. A future trial will test the
hypothesis that mixed-catheter use (a combination of multi and single-use) is no worse for urinary tract
infection and user acceptability than single-use catheters only.
References: (1) Buckley, BS. Grant, AM. Tincello, DG. Wagg, A. Firkins, L. Reaching a consensus
and ranking research priorities in urinary incontinence. Nursing Times 2010 Jun 22-28, 106(24): 367. (2) Prieto, J., Murphy, C., Moore, K.N. & Fader, M., 2014. Intermittent catheterisation for long-term
bladder management. Cochrane database of systematic reviews (Online), DOI: 10.1002/14651858.
CD006008.pub3. (4) Kelly L, Spencer S, Barrett G. Using intermittent self-catheters: experiences of
people with neurological damage to their spinal cord. Disability & Rehabilitation 2014; 36(3): 220-226.
(5) Woodward S, Steggal M, Tinhunu J. Clean intermittent self-catheterisation: improving quality of life.
British Journal of Nursing 2013, 22(9):1212-1218. (6)
Wilde, M. Authorised sharing of qualitative data from interviews.
Source of Funding: National Institute for Health Research
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Introduction:   An improved design of the LABORIE injeTAK® 35cm and 70cm cystoscopic needles
was developed with the intent of increasing needle tip sharpness and sharpness durability. The most
common intended use application for injeTAK® is onabotulinum toxin injection into the bladder wall,
where a sharper injection point would give less tissue resistance at the point of injection improving
ease of drug delivery and patient comfort during the procedure.   
Methods: Bench tests were designed to validate the improvements of the new generation needle
(G2) as compared to the first generation (G1), using objective outcome measures. A tube fastened
with polyurethane film was configured to rest on a pressure sensitive transducer. This material was
selected to mimic the smooth muscle conditions of a bladder wall. The transducer recorded the
force required to puncture the film.   Acceptance criteria were established, where the force at 10 (F10)
injections should be ≤0.5N, and the difference in puncture force at 50 (F50) vs. 10 injections should
be ≤40%. All criteria must show an improvement of the G2 needle over G1.
Results: Thirteen needles of each model were assessed where sharpness results showed both
the 35cm (F10=0.26N) and 70cm (F10=0.27N) needles met the established acceptance criteria.  
Improved sharpness of the G2 needle was also observed at 10 injections over the G1 needle at 13.3%
and 40% for the 35cm and 70cm models respectively. Durability results also showed improvements
(35cm, F50=0.35 and 70cm, F50=0.36) over G1 by 7.9% and 33%. Trending of intra-device durability
showed G2 sharpness durability from F10 to F50 decreased by 34.6% and 33.3% for the 35cm and
70cm models respectively.
Conclusion: The above results demonstrate that the acceptance criteria and essential performance
requirements were met, where the new design of the injeTAK® needle showed improved sharpness
and sharpness durability over the first generation counterpart.
Source of Funding: LABORIE
Conflict of Interest: Authors are employees of LABORIE
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VERSUS PHYSIOTHERAPY FOR
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Introduction: The current international advice that all women with stress urinary incontinence should
first undergo pelvic floor muscle training (PFMT) before midurethral sling (MUS) surgery is under
debate. The strategy of the direct use of MUS showed to be significantly more effective as compared
to the strategy to start with PFMT. (Labrie J, ... van der Vaart C.H. NEJM 369; 1124-1133). However,
implementation of this new strategy into practice should also be cost-effective. We set out to compare
the two strategies from this cost perspective.
Method: A cost utility analysis was performed with data from a previously reported multicenter
randomised controlled trial. Treatment costs were assessed with questionnaires at baseline 2, 4,
6, and 12 months follow up. Quality of life was measured with the EuroQol 5-D questionnaire and
incremental quality adjusted life years were calculated.
Results: In total, 49% of women crossed over to surgery and 11% of women crossed over to
physiotherapy. The incremental cost for initial sling surgery was €1091 (95% CI; 566-1617). The mean
incremental cost-effectiveness utility (ICER) ratio for initial sling surgery was €54.377 with a 74%
probability of the ICER remaining below the Dutch threshold of €80.000 per QALY gained.
Conclusion: Initial midurethral sling surgery is a cost effective treatment approach compared to initial
PFMT for moderate to severe urinary stress incontinent women. Both options should be considered as
initial treatment approach for SUI from a cost perspective.
Source of Funding: Dutch national grant ZonMW			
Conflict of Interest: None
Points represent the incremental cost per QALY for each of the 1000
repetition of the bootstrap procedure. Right from the Y-axis: Surgery
is more effective. Above X-axis: higher costs for surgery. Seventy-four
percent of bootstraps are under the cost acceptability line set at €80,000

Figure Cost-effectiveness plane
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Introduction: Young women who are rape victims often develop sexual problems afterwards. These
symptoms can partly be related to an increased resting tone of their pelvic floor muscles and inability
to relax. This hypertonia may also increase the risk for developing bladder filling or outflow symptoms.
We set out to compare bladder symptoms between rape victims of unknown perpetrators, known
perpetrators and a control group.
Method: A total of 67 women in the rape group with known perpetrator, 21 in the rape group with
unknown perpetrator and 114 age-matched controles were included. The validated Dutch version
of the Urogenital Distress Inventory was used to assess the presence and severity of overactive
bladder (OAB), urinary incontinence (UI) and obstructive micturition (OM) symptoms. Scale 0 (no
symptoms)-100 (maximum bother). Anova statistics with Tamhana’s post hoc test were used.
Results: The results are presented in the table.
Conclusion: Women who have experienced a rape incident by a known perpetrator show statically
significant more OAB, UI and OM symptoms as compared to the control group. Surprisingly, women
who were raped by an unknown perpetrator did not report more bladder symptoms afterwards.
One explanation may be that the rape incident in the women with known perpetrator is part of a more
general abuse setting or environment with lack of safety. The rape by an unknown perpetrator may be
considered an incident that, despite the high impact, can be handled more efficiently with proper care.
Source of Funding: None
Conflict of Interest: None
Table
OAB

UI

OM

Control (n=114)

7.3(13.5)

3.2 (6.7)

6.7 (13.4)

Rape unknown (n=67)

13.6 (18.3) p=0.047

8.3 (14.9) p = 0.031 17.4 (24.2) p=0.004

Rape known (n=22)

9.5 (13.2) p=0.867

5.1 (7.0) p=0.606

p-values are comparison between rape groups and control population

11.1 (14.3) p=0.38
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Introduction: Understanding the mechanical properties of tissue plays an important role in explaining
their histology and physical behaviour. The mechanical properties of sphincter and rectum tissue are
poorly understood but essential for prediction of their behaviour, particularly in the development of
medical interventions to treat incontinence.
Methods: Uniaxial tensile testing was conducted on fresh-frozen porcine sphincter tissues to
determine their loading response. Specimens were dissected to isolate and separate the Internal Anal
Sphincter (IAS) and External Anal Sphincter (EAS) muscle from surrounding tissue. Uniaxial tensile
testing was conducted on 10 samples for each muscle layer, parallel with the muscle fibres, to measure
stress-strain to tissue failure. Data analyses were performed to identify tissue failure characteristics.
Preliminary Results: Stress-strain data show consistent loading characteristics in both EAS and IAS
tissue, see Figure 1. However, peak strain and stress at failure differed significantly between the muscle
types. Mean strain at failure was 84% (std 33) for IAS and 111% (std 28) for EAS. Mean stress at failure
was 1.40 MPa (std 0.38) for IAS and 1.54 MPa (std 0.49) for EAS.
Conclusions and Future Work: This initial work investigates for the first time the mechanical
properties of the sphincter complex in large mammals. These data demonstrate that the two muscle
types that comprise the sphincter complex have significantly different mechanical properties, with
EAS showing notably higher breaking strains in comparison to IAS. Further work is currently being
conducted to expand these data by conducting more detailed experimental studies and improved
analyses to characterise the non-linear loading response. While these are only preliminary data they
are useful in helping to develop in vitro models of the sphincter complex, thereby facilitating the
development and validation of new engineering based therapeutic interventions for faecal incontinence.
Source of Funding: Departmental discretionary funds, EPSRC-NIHR Healthcare Technology
Co-operatives Partnership Award
Conflict of Interest: None

Figure 1.
Tensile stressstrain loading
characteristics
for IAS muscle
(left) and EAS
muscle (right)
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